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The youth employment knowledge development effort commenced time, then, when federal Investment in analysis, research, and tion related to employment had been relatively high for a numbe years, when methodological and analytic sophistication were on rise, when major uncertainties were surfacing about the role of systematic inquiry in the service of policy making, and when tb administrative structure for employment programs had become acc to, if not totally accepting of, evaluation. The uncertainties characterized policy analysis, research, and evaluation general that time were necessarily part of any effort to apply systemat inquiry to the youth employment problem.
Among the questions growing out of this larger context are following:
" What constitutes "useful" knowledge?  Is the utility of knowledge, and hence the value gained from Investment in system inquiry, to be judged in strictly methodological and quantitati terms—that is, are "useful" results measures of specific impac which no alternative causal explanation can be offered under th methodological conventions of social science? Or is the utilit results more a matter of practical use—that is, "useful" resul those that are perceived to be helpful in solving political, administrative, and practical problems?
° Wh at should be the relationship between the delivery of Services and the discovery of effects? Is it the primary respo bility of government agencies to deliver Services to people, co with the political decisions of elected officials? Or is their responsibility to "find out what works," consistent with the ec criterion of positive net benefit? Is it possible to accommoda delivery of Services and the measurement of effects within a si organizational structure? Should the delivery of Services be c strained by the methodological conditions necessary to identify or should methodological conditions be constrained by the pract necessities of delivering Services?
 *	What are the political and organizational correlates of
successful accumulation of knowledge? If the accumulation of k
about social problems requires orchestrating competing politica
demands, marshaling money and expertise bebind policy questions
constructing organizations to deliver Services and do research,
how do we distinguish between better and worse ways of doing th
things?
 *	What payoffs should we expect from large-scale research,
demonstration, and evaluation activities? Should the payoffs b
order of "solutions to the problem of youth unemployment"? Or
sufficient to offer solutions, on the order of "ways to reduce
school dropout rate" or "ways to impart employment skills," tha
constructive solutions to practical problems, but little hope o
solving the overall problem?
The analysis that follows is divided into five main section expectations about knowledge development on the part of Congres

